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EDITOR'S NOTE

Gandhiji dreamt of an India in which people would
the greatest amount of freedom, and live on the

principle of each for all and all for each, and where pro-
duction would be according to the capacity of the

individual and distribution according to his need.

Obviously, such a goal is realizable only where indivi-

duals are not driven against their will but are bound to

each other by cords of love like members of a family. Any-
thing therefore that divides, or sets up one individual

against his neighbour is inimical to the realization of this

goal.

Accordingly, Gandhiji was convinced that the only

way of striving towards this goal was to do everything

possible to cement and bring together elements in society
which are tending to pull apart. If we want love and peace
we cannot have it by preaching hatred and strife, just as

if we want water cooled we cannot have it by placing it

over fire. As the end so the means. Since the Socialist

goal is one of love or non-violence it can be brought about

only by non-violent means.

Besides, the goal being one where the individual is

bound by moral obligation and love to his neighbour, the

community in which the individual lives his daily li/e

should be a small well-knit one. In large groups like, for

instance, cities, there can be very little corporate feeling,

individuals live to themselves, life is impersonal, and a

man's dealings with his neighbours is determined by legal
contracts rather than by a sense of mutual moral obliga-
tion. Gandhiji saw that a community life such as the Socia-

list desired, where individuals will live for each other, will

be possible only in villages which were organized on the

basis of mutual dependence, each producing for the

primary needs of his neighbours. The economic life of the

iii
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community would thus be based on peasant agriculture
and handicrafts, not on mechanized farming and factories.

In such a Socialist economy the individual would have
to learn to curb his acquisitive instincts and, desire for his

own private advancement, unlike today when greed and

self-indulgence are the basic motives of economic life.

Gandhiji therefore advocated the ideals of love, non-posses-
sion, and brahmacharya or self-control. As a matter of

fact, all the eleven Ashram vows which he propounded are

essential to the establishment of a non-violent society.

These are truth, love, brahmacharya, non-possession, non-

stealing, bread-labour, control of the palate, fearlessness,

equality of religions, anti-untouchability and swadeshi. An
account of these will be found in From Yeravda Mandir,

published by the Navajivan Publishing House, Ahmeda-
bad. Owing to limitation of space, we have included here

only Gandhiji's discourses on non-possession and bread-

labour.

Being a practical idealist, as he often called himself,

Gandhiji did not dwell in a dream-world of his own in

regard to non-violent Socialism, nor did he even attempt
to depict in detail his Utopia, but concerned himself almost

exclusively with solving present-day problems in the light

OL his goal.

What, for example, was he as a non-violent Socialist

to do in regard to conflict between capital and labour, or

between landlord and peasant ? What place in non-violent

socialism would he give to large-scale industry as against

cottage industries ? These are practical problems with
which Gandhiji grappled.

Much of our confusion and doubleness of mind is due
to the fact that we do not have the clear vision which

Gandhiji had of the India he wanted to evolve. If we
approve of his goal then it would seem that there is no^

way of reaching it except by the way he so clearly pointed
out during the last 30 years. Other great teachers only
laid down principles ;

but the value of Gandhiji is that he
showed by example how in the light of these principles he
would tackle the problems confronting us today. He thus
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reduced the ideal to the terms of the actual. It is our fault,

if, in spite of such clear guidance, we choose to gp our own
way and flounder. It is because these problems are pressing
us on all sides and demand far-sighted solutions that it is

necessary for us to have before vis Gandhiji's way of dealing
with them, in his own words.

We have given besides Ganclhiji's own articles, reports
and accounts by others of his speeches and interviews. The
titles are his for the most part.

Bombay, BHARATAN KUMARAPPA
July, 1951
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NON-ENGLISH WORDS WITH THEIR MEANINGS

Ahimsa non-violence ;
love

Ashram a place of spiritual retirement
; Gandhiji'a

colony run on a spiritual basis

Avatar incarnation

Bhajan prayer in song-form
Bhangi scavenger, classed as

' untouchable '

Brahmacharya celibacy ; self-control

Chamar leather-worker, classed as
' untouchable '

Chapati flat unleavened bread

Chaprasi peon ;
office boy

Charkha spinning wheel
Coolie wage-earner
Dewan prime minister of a princely State

Dharmashala free rest-house for travellers

Dhed an ' untouchable '

caste

Duragraha clinging to evil

Fakir wandering ascetic

Ghee clarified butter

Goondaism terrorism
;
lawlessness

Gur brown product from sweet palm or sugar-cane

juice, used as sugar

Harijan lit. people of God, a term used by Gandhiji fpr
1

untouchables
'

Hartal temporary suspension of work or business

Kabuli Pathan money-lender
Karmayogi one who seeks to attain salvation through

action

Khadi (khaddar) hand-spun hand-woven cloth

Kisan peasant
Kshatriya the warrior caste

Lakh one hundred thousand (100,000)
Lathi long wooden or bamboo stick

vii
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Lota small metal pot

Lungoti under-garment around the waist, loin-cloth

*Mahajan a money-lender
Musafarkhana free rest-house for travellers

Namaz Muslim daily prayers

Panchayat a village council

Pariah outcaste

Purna complete, full

Raj rule

Rakshasa evil spirit ;
devil

Rickshaw two-wheeled vehicle for passengers, drawn

by men
Rishi seer

Roti flat unleavened bread

Ryot peasant
Sabha organization, meeting
Sadavrat place where alms or food is distributed free^

to the poor daily

Sari a cloth worn as garment by women
Satyagralia lit. clinging to Truth or soul-force ; non-

violent resistance

Savarna of non-untouchable caste
; belonging to one of

the upper three castes

Swadeshi loyalty or obligation to one's immediate neigh-
bourhood

;
of local manufacture

Swaraj self-government
Taluka sub-division of a district

Talukdar administrative officer in charge of a taluka

Papas penance
Tehsil an administrative unit

Vaid doctor of indigenous medicine

Vakil lawyer
Varna caste

Varnashram the system of the four castes and four

stages in life

Zamindar landlord
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SECTION ONE : THE GOAL

OUR FUTURE FROM OUR PAST

We notice that the mind is a restless bird ; the more it

gets the more it wants, and still remains unsatisfied. The
more we indulge our passions the more unbridled they
become. Our ancestors, therefore, set a limit to our in-

dulgences. They saw that happiness was largely a mental
condition. A man is not necessarily happy because he is

rich, or unhappy because he is poor. The rich are often

seen to be unhappy, the poor to be happy. Millions will

always remain poor. Observing all this, our ancestors

dissuaded us from luxuries and pleasures. We have

managed with the same kind of plough as existed

thousands of years ago. We have retained the same kind
of cottages that we had in former times, and our indigenous
education remains the same as before. We have had no

system of life-corroding competition. Each followed his

own occupation or trade, and charged a regulation wage.
It is not that we did not know how to invent machinery,
but our forefathers knew that, if we set our hearts after

such things, we would become slaves and lose our moral
fibre. They, therefore, after due deliberation decided that

we should only do what we could with our hands and feet.

They saw that our real happiness and health consisted in

a proper use of our hands and feet. They further reasoned
that large cities were a snare and a useless encumbrance
and that people would not be happy in them, that there

would be gangs of thieves and robbers, prostitution and
vice flourishing in them, and that poor men would be rob-

bed by rich men. They were, therefore, satisfied with small

villages. They saw that kings ^nd their swords were
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4 TOWARDS NON-VIOLENT SOCIALISM

inferior to the sword of ethics and they, therefore, held the

sovereigns o*f the earth to be inferior to the rishis and the

fakirs. A nation with a constitution like this is fitter to

teach others than to learn from them. This nation had

courts, lawyers and doctors but they were all within

bounds. Everybody knew that these professions were not

particularly superior ; moreover, these vakils and vaids did

not rob people ; they were considered people's dependents,
not their masters. Justice was tolerably fair. The ordinary
rule was to avoid courts. There were no touts to lure

people into them. This evil, too, was noticeable only in and
around capitals. The common people lived independently
and followed their agricultural occupation. They enjoyed
true Home Rule.

Hind Swaraj, chap. XIII (1908)

INDEPENDENCE

Independence must begin at the bottom. Thus, every

village will be a republic or panchayat having full powers.
It follows, therefore, that every village has to be self-

sustained and capable of managing its affairs even to the

extent of defending itself against the whole world. It will

be trained and prepared to perish in the attempt to defend

itself against any onslaught from without. Thus, ulti-

mately, it is the individual who is the unit. This does

not exclude dependence on and willing help from neigh-
bours or from the world. It will be free and voluntary

play of mutual forces. Such a society is necessarily highly
cultured in which every man and woman knows what he
or she wants and, what is more, knows that no one should
want anything that others cannot have with equal labour.

This society must naturally be based on truth and
non-violence which, in my opinion, are not possible with-

out a living belief in God meaning a self-existent,

all-knowing living Force which inheres every other force

known to the world, and which depends on none and
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INDEPENDENCE 5

which will live when all other forces may t conceivably

perish or cease to act. I am unable to account fofr my life

without belief in this all-embracing living Light.

In tMs structure composed of innumerable villages,

there will be ever-widening never-ascending circle. Life

will not be a pyramid with the apex sustained by the bot-

tom. But it will be an oceanic circle whose centre will be
the individual always ready to perish for the village, the

latter ready to perish for the circle of villages, till at last

the whole becomes one life composed of individuals, never

aggressive in their arrogance but ever humble, sharing
the majesty of the oceanic circle of which they are integral
units.

Therefore, the outermost circumference will not wield

power to crush the inner circle but will give strength to

all within and derive its own strength from it. I may be

taunted with the retort that this is all Utopian and, there-

fore, not worth a single thought. If Euclid's point, though
incapable of being drawn by human agency, has an im-

perishable value, my picture has its own for mankind to

live. Let India live for this true picture, though never
realizable in its completeness. We must have a proper
picture of what we want, before we can have something
approaching it. If there ever is to be a republic of every
village in India, then I claim verity for my picture in

which the last is equal to the first or, in other words, no
one is to be the first and none the last.

In this picture every religion has its full and equal

place. We are all leaves of a majestic tree whose trunk
cannot be shaken off its roots which are deep down in

the bowels of the earth. The mightiest wind cannot
move it.

In this there is no room for machines that would dis-

place human labour and that would concentrate power in

a few hands. Labour has its unique place in a cultured

human family. Every machine that helps every individual

has a place. But I must confess that I have never sat

down to think out what that machine can be. I have
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6 TOWARDS NON-VIOLENT SOCIALISM

thought of JJinger's sewing machine. But even that is

perfunctoVy. I do not need it to fill in my picture.

Panchgani, 21-7-'46

Harijan, 28-7-'46

MISLEADING

Readers have besieged me with leaflets which the

Propaganda Committee of W. I. N. * Liberal Association

has been distributing broadcast.

Leaflet No. 6 contains the following :

" What would India be like when Gandhi-Raj comes ?

No Railways. No Hospitals. No Machinery.
No army and navy will be wanted, because Gandhi will assure

other nations that India would not interfere with them, and so

they will not interfere with India !

No laws necessary, no courts necessary, because every one
will be law unto himself. Everybody will be free to do what he
likes. It will be a very easy life because everybody will have to

go about in a khaddar lungoti and sleep in the open."

I cannot say this is an exaggeration. It is a clever

caricature permissible in Western warfare. It is only

suggestively false. Let me say what I mean. In the first

instance, India is not striving to establish
"
Gandhi-Raj ".

It is in dead earnest to establish Swaraj and would gladly
and legitimately sacrifice Gandhi for the sake of winning
Swaraj.

"
Gandhi-Raj

"
is an ideal condition and in that

condition all the five negatives will represent a true pic-

ture, but under Swaraj nobody ever dreams, certainly I

do not dream, of no railways, no hospitals, no machinery,
no army and navy, no laws and law courts. On the con-

trary, there will be railways, only they will not be intended

for the military or the economic exploitation of India, but

they will be used for promoting internal trade and will

make the lives of third class passengers fairly comfortable.

There will be some return for the fares the third class

'Western India National.
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